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O

rigiNally the plaN waS

to

put this shot on the cover,

but it raised a question for
which i couldn’t think an

answer: why were these people making

like visitors day at the prison? the open
gate was only 24 inches away.

For benefit of any member’s who’ve

joined just recently, our sesquicentennial
cover girl is rod Mciver, a long standing

member and former commodore who is a
constant presence in the club, and wealth

of knowledge as to our history, where to
find stuff, how to do stuff, and generally

keep out of trouble during your time in the
pen. if haven’t already met him, seek him

out and introduce yourself – he’s ap-

proachable – the barbed wire quite an

unnecessary precaution –, and your experience with the club will be richer for it.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHERS

E

aCh OF these newsletters starts life as a pile

of pictures, and if i draw a lucky hand, ones

that suggest stories, or by themselves tell sto-

ries. three people for me make this easy. gord

leachman, in centre, is always on deck with his profes-

sional eye and long lens, Nancy hambleton Snaith Mur-

newsletter, but has in past, and Daniel Schneider on the

far right, a design artist who on this day got press ganged.

got a great picture you’d like to share? Send it to me.

Don’t be intimidated by the technology these people are

using; this picture here was shot with an iphone.

ray on the left, who doesn’t have pictures in this
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deb woods

S

COMMODORE

ailing season has begun. we had a won-

derful Sailpast on Saturday, June 3rd. the
weather was phenomenal, there was just

enough wind, the ceremony went well and

the food was great! thanks go to Social Officer, angelo petrolito, and Secretary, liz McCormack for organizing everything so well….and to their volunteers

and the phone committee…and to everyone for their

potluck contributions. it wouldn’t have happened with-

out everyone’s combined efforts and, as always, was a

wonderful start to the season. andrew has added

some fabulous photos to this issue.

it seems like we’ve been asking for a lot of patience

from our membership this year – what with clubhouse

repairs, the disarray in the men’s washroom, website

4
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issues, etc. a huge thanks to all of you for taking every-

sissaugasaillingclub.com. in the end, this required no-

of what we’ve been given to handle. Bottom line is

cere thanks to andrew for his persistence and

thing in your stride and working within the parameters

that, despite all of the issues facing MSC, we can still

come to a beautiful facility, put our boats in the water
and forget about everything else during the time that

tarized documentation to finish the last hurdles. Sin-

determination in the face of many, many obstacles. Finally…our website is up and running!!

i wish i could give you the same positive news about

we are out on the lake.

the clubhouse repairs. Unfortunately, it is the opinion of

Communications Officer, andrew Simpson, has final-

was not built properly from the get-go. For one thing,

after three years of frustration and tireless work, our

ized the acquisition of our domain name – www.mis-

the experts called in by the City that the clubhouse

stucco should never have been used on a building that
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faces such varied weather conditions. the building

choice when the building was originally constructed).

nor were expansion joints installed, which explains

penditures for the City.

was not wrapped prior to the stucco being applied,

why we have such serious leakage problems. the fire

this will be very costly and will come under capital exat the present time, because of so many issues with

escape was not attached properly either, which makes

City buildings due mostly to high water this year, facili-

repair to the stucco (hopefully eliminating the leaking

ority for repair work – and there is a huge amount of

repair work difficult. the City will likely do a temporary
problems) that might last for a few years, but there is

the potential that the repairs needed may be too ex-

tensive. if that is the case, then we are facing removal

of the stucco from the entire building and replacement

with some type of siding (which should have been the

ties that are revenue-generating for the City take prirepair work to be done. So, again, we have to ask for

your patience. we will be putting up the roof canopies,
since it seems likely that it will be a while before re-

pairs are done, and then take them down again if the
City comes in to do any work. if repair of the roof is
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needed, a crane will have to be brought in to lift the

is quite simple to do because the yard is on our way

pensive!!

about 3:00 in the afternoon. we’ve been asked to

sections of the roof. Nothing is simple or easy or inexthe garbage pickup issue has been resolved. the

City has agreed to continue picking up our garbage –

as long as it is a reasonable amount. For example, dur-

ing Spring and Fall cleanup, yard waste will have to be

into or out of the park and is open 7 days a week until
please dispose of things properly because wildlife

tend to get into the garbage if bins are left open and
make a mess of things…no fun to have to clean up.

after a lot of discussion, the executive determined

taken to the Maintenance yard and deposited in the

that our smoke detectors should be replaced with a

garbage, that should be taken to the Maintenance

pany called Fire Monitoring of Canada, who monitor

parks bins. if we have a large event and produce extra

yard bin too. if you have to do any major work on your

boat, your garbage should be either taken home or

disposed of by you in the City maintenance bins. this

new monitored system. this will be installed by a comall City of Mississauga buildings. Our major concern

was that people on the roof might not hear a smoke

detector go off on the main floor. we want everyone
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to have time to vacate all areas of the Clubhouse in
the event of a fire.

Finally, the mast crane is edging closer to being built.

we are waiting for the final drawings, at which time it

will be put out for tender. Depending on the results, we
may have to call a special meeting of members to approve this expenditure as per MSC policy.
REMINDERS

1) tOp priOrity: as has been discussed in the past,
proof of insurance is required for anyone wishing to

race in Club races or regattas. if you haven’t provided

that to Franz as yet, it is as simple as scanning the part
of your policy that pertains to your boat and racing

and emailing it to him at members@mississaugasailingclub.com

please get that done as soon as you can.

2) there are still 6 youth spaces in the BOOM Sailing

School July 17th – 21st. (the adult program is sold out.)

please let anyone whom you think might be interested

in taking part know about us. all information needed

can be accessed on www.GoSail.ca.

as always, we welcome suggestions, comments or

ideas. this is your Club…get involved!!!

warm regards,

Deborah woods
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R

acing this season has been put to the test this season
with high water levels and unpredictable weather.

weather-wise, we were told by our favorite weather
guy, ron Bianchi, that this was going to an unstable

summer. it was agreed again this year to cancel the

MSC Cat regatta on July 15-16th, so on Sunday July 16th, we will be
have a Mini Club regatta. the races in this regatta will be used for

makeup races for the series races that have been missed due to the

weather. we will be starting at 11:00 am and try to get 4 to 5 races in.

after racing, we will have a barbecue to close off the day. (i would suggest you bring a lunch with you for on the water.) this will a good day
for everyone to come out, have fun and tell stories.

On august 26-27th, Mike and Marg Duncan are running our annual

Cl16/ wayfarer regatta. this year MSC has been asked by the Canadian wayfarer association to host the Cwa National’s in conjunction
with our regatta. we are in the process of finalizing some details now.
Mike needs volunteers to help with duties around the club for this

event. please contact Mike,(duncan@mcmaster.ca) to put your name

forward…a great way to earn work hours and to be involved in the racing scene at MSC.

looking forward to seeing you out on the water.
Fair winds!
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andrew simpson

COMMUNICATIONS

W

here are all the

other reports? Membership, Finance, Facilities,
and Social? they never

want to write them, and anyway Deb does a
comprehensive job. the facilities outside the

men’s change area are still here, we’re reasonably on budget, we have a steady flow of

new members, and the racing program got
off to a late seasonal start due to no wind, too
much wind, or electrical storms. the water is
cold and high, but being lowered as fast as

they can without flooding Montreal – about 1
cm per week. there you are: the shortest club
news report ever.

the fence banner display this year is an experiment. Our outside bulletin board was disintegrating beyond repair, its chief function
was to display sun faded notices and dead
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flies, and however logical an out-
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side board appeared, we have
bulletin boards inside the club.

But rod Mciver pointed out we

needed point of sale advertising to
the public, and Bruce Buckingham
observed that a fence made a

good banner display backing. Big
banners are surprisingly cheap
(about $30 each), and truth be

known, i like doing them. would

weather or vandals destroy them?
Only one way to find out. Six

weeks later, they’re still there. and

it’s probably a coincidence, but our
adult sailing school is sold out.

the issues regarding our web site

are now largely history, so i’ll

waste minimal ink other than to

note that although our cameras

and weather station were off line

for close to a month, inconve-

niencing many (including me, i use

these things a lot before commit-

ting to the commute from rich-

mond hill), not one single person
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complained, at least in front of me. you were all sup-

web site itself, you may notice, it’subtly and gradually

was grateful. we’ve never actually owned our own

tion. Or maybe you didn’t notice, which is the way it

portive and understanding, a sentiment for which i

domain name, an issue i had tried to resolve for two

years (so we could make some other technical

changes), and ironically, it was the disruption that fi-

nally gave us the tools we needed to fix it. as for the

evolving: simpler, more focused, more direct navigashould be.

the picture above? it’s the millennial generation thing:

everybody’s above average, exceptional, and self worshiping. yah, i can see the appeal.
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Disabled Sailing Association of Ontario
MSC DONATION

R

arely as a club do we support or con-

tribute to charities or causes, this decision

being a choice for individual members with
their own money, and not our mandate. we

do make rare exceptions for sailing related activities,

this year contributing $750 to the Disabled Sailing association of Ontario (“DSaO”) to purchase a Kape

seat, a device which brings more stability and safety to
the skipper – many of whom do not have full use of

their arms, hands, or core muscles. its design supports

the body so that even high-level quadriplegics can feel
a sense of security and confidence.

So why this donation now? Because our own existence
has come about from the generosity of others – the city,
the province, and individuals who went before us. Be-

cause some of our members who contribute considerable time to the DSaO also contribute extensively of
their time to support our club. and because a large

number of DSaO members were once active able bodied sailers, but because of illness, accident, or wounds,

life had to change. they could sit at home, or they could
strive to try. Some day that might be one of us.
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W

ithOUt a single doubt
in my mind, phil

Zacarias had gone in-

sane. Somewhere out on the mid at-

lantic he emailed asking me to poll our
members to see if anyone was interested in flying to Boston to join the
crew of their 45 foot sailboat. “Our

radio contact is spotty” he said, best
they email our skipper. their track

showed them somewhere in a portion
of the ocean marked “Unexplored”.

Nobody would be interested, but i did

as he asked. Somebody did offer – not
themselves, but some acquaintance,

presumably one they didn’t much like. i

asked phil to send some pictures and a
write-up, which he did.

“perhaps it’s too long”, he said. per-

haps, i thought, figuring i’d read just a
bit. i didn’t stop.
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Guadeloupe Island to Boston Passage

B

OBy, a good friend who lives in Quebec,
called one day in april and proudly in-

formed me that he had purchased a used
45 ft hunter sailboat in the Caribbean is-

land of Martinique. he then asked if i would join him

and help bring it back to Canada. the first leg of the

trip would be from guadeloupe, an island not far from
Martinique, to Boston, and then from Boston to halifax. the ultimate destination was Kingston, Ontario,

but much later in the summer. the boat is called “From
grace”, which is has it origins from an inside joke.

the intention was to sail a direct route in the open

ocean with the option of stopping in Bermuda to re-

provision, if necessary. the intention was to get above

a certain latitude and therefore reduce the risk of en-

countering hurricanes. at first i was reticent, because
my friend’s prior experience was sailing on lakes for

several days at the most. we both worked to find a

third crew member to make the shifts more tolerable.

Boby found a gentleman, Kim, from arizona, who had

extensive experience sailing in the open ocean deliver-
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i flew down to guadeloupe on May 7th where the

boat had been taken for minor repairs. Boby and i

spent a week cleaning, repairing and preparing the
boat for the journey. Upon arriving i realized that i

would have to become the cook because Boby, al-

though a genius when it comes to computer systems,
had absolutely no aptitude for cooking. So it was a

matter of self preservation that i took up the post of

cook and the responsibility for provisioning the boat.
the boat had been inspected before the purchase,

but after taking possession Boby found deficiencies

with the radios, navigation system, the water speed indicator, running lights and the outboard motor for the
dingy. these were repaired during the week we

stayed in the marina in guadeloupe, or so we thought.
to determine that all systems were functioning and

to get a feel for the boat, Boby and i sailed on May 11th
to les Saints, a beautiful group of islands southeast of

guadeloupe and part of guadeloupe. During the sail

to the islands we encountered a moderately strong

storm and experienced our first mishap. the line con-

necting the end of the boom to the mast and which

supports the boom when the sail is furled inside the

mast, was too slack and became entangled in the

wind turbine. we turned on the diesel, pointed the

boat into the wind and switched on the autopilot. we
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had to climb the cockpit cover frame to reach the tur-

Because of the mishap and slow winds we arrived at

bine. Both Boby and i hung precariously on the frame

les Saints after dark and realized then that the navi-

boom snapped back and forth, perilously close to our

cation of marker buoys and other landmarks. we

as the boat rolled side to side in the seas and the

heads. we worked for over an hour to free the line and

by the time we climbed down into the cockpit we were

bone tired and stressed out. Up to this point i had not

suffered from seasickness, but within 15 minutes of set-

ting sail again, i promptly threw up. it came fairly easily
and to my surprise recovery was quick.

gation charts did not correspond well to the actual lomotored in slowly and aimed for a group of boats with
their anchor lights on. as we progressed towards the
boats we saw the faint outline of something straight
ahead. i took up the flashlight and discovered that it

was a smaller sailboat which did not have its anchor

light on!!. we narrowly avoided hitting the fool. i sub-
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sequently discovered that anchoring without an an-

would never have attempted with my own children…

say the least, i found this astounding.

good work out, but we were disappointed when we

chor light is a common problem in the Caribbean. to
an unexpectedly strong storm came in later in the

evening and tossed the boat around all night. the

wind direction changed constantly, causing the boat to
swing around the anchor. i had to wedge myself between the back of a bench and the dinning table to

definitely too dangerous. all in all, the climb was a

got to the top…it was cold, very windy/gusty and we
could hardly see anything. i could have used wind-

shield wipers on my glasses. we should have realized
that this would be the case.

we set sail for Boston late May 15th after some addi-

avoid being thrown onto the floor of the boat. we

tional checks on the boat. i had to take care of exit

had anchored in one of the least preferred locations –

on the eastern side of guadeloupe towards les

later learned, after returning to guadeloupe, that we
fully exposed to the winds and swells.

the following morning we launched the dingy and

rowed to the main town on the island. les Saints is

gorgeous-beautiful, and the town had an unhurried

and bucolic air about it. Unfortunately, we could not

stay long because we had to return to guadeloupe to

pick up the third crew member. i hope one day to re-

turn to this idyllic, verdant, little place.

we picked up Kim, an american from arizona, on

documentation and final provisions. we sailed south
Saints, sailed west past the southern tip of guade-

loupe, then northward sailing between the islands of

antigua and Montserrat and finally out into the open
ocean. we had several excellent days of sailing with

sailing speed ranging between 4.5 to 6.5 knots. it was
warm and sunny. after three days i was able to stop
taking gravol, which also meant that i could enjoy
being more alert and eating more.

My shift was 4 am to 8 am and off and on during the

Saturday May 13 at the airport. On Sunday we de-

day as required. i witnessed magnificent sunsets and

was enshrouded in clouds at the top. the climb and

and expertly follow the contours of swells and stay in

cided to hike up the volcano la grand Soufriere which

descent were difficult and exhausting and many

places very steep and slippery. remarkably we found

young couples with babies strapped to their fronts or

backs climbing and descending as well, something i

sunrises. we saw flying fish take flight numerous times
the air for quite some distance. Kim beat the statistical
odds by being the only member of the crew who was
hit three times by flying fish. they have pointy snouts,
so it stung a little each time. i had to clear flying fish
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from the cockpit and deck several times.

threatened our supply of perishable food stuffs like

way extending from horizon to horizon, something i

turned on a couple of times for an hour or so to gener-

the night sky was absolutely glorious with the Milky

had not seen in more than 20 years. Venus, Mars and
Jupiter could be clearly seen. it is hard to convey the

fruit, vegetable and cheese. the diesel had to be
ate power and keep the autopilot going.

On day 8 (May 23rd) we entered a region of no wind

sense of awe that i felt at these times, especially when

where a northeast wind met a southwest wind. we

direction and making minor course corrections (we

been there for days, boringly bobbing away. after two

i was alone in the cockpit monitoring windspeed, wind
were sailing with the wind and wanted to maintain a
broad reach). During these times, i had several

Maslow peak experiences, which were very good for
the soul.

we discovered fairly early in the trip that the seven

year old lead batteries could not hold enough charge
to operate all the electrical equipment between dusk

and dawn. around 2 to 4 am the autopilot would dis-

concertingly start signalling low battery. it is very diffi-

cult and tiring to manually sail a boat at night in large
swells. hence i have come to appreciate autopilots,

which are a godsend for sailors. we could generate

ample amounts of energy with the large solar panel

and the wind turbine, but not store much, and on

cloudy and/or low wind days it became even more

critical. energy management was very important – all

non critical equipment was shut down, such as the

navigation and radar systems as well as the fridge

and freezer at night, which in the case of the latter,

had to turn on the diesel otherwise we could have

days of motoring we entered a region of wind again
and were very grateful to be able to turn off the

damnable diesel. a sailboat under sail is a very com-

fortable and enjoyable place to be…we were all sick of
the droning sound from the diesel and the excessive
wallowing – the relief was palpable. the following

morning, i was awakened before my scheduled 4 am
shift because Kim smelled what he initially though

was a butane leak. this resulted in a frantic search for
the source because of the risk of explosion. i strapped

on a red head lamp so not to compromise the night vision of the pilot and proceeded to frantically open

floor boards and lazarettes and smelling every nook
and cranny like a bloodhound. it turned out to be a

small gasoline container that had tipped over one of
the lazarettes and slowly leaked into the compart-

ment. For several minutes the fear of explosion was

upper most in my mind and Kim’s – Boby slept through
the whole episode because we decided not waken
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him from much needed sleep. the container was

righted, tightened and the lazarette aired out over several hours.

On May 24th the temperature dropped, the winds

picked up to 30 and 35 knots and the swells ranged

between 10 to 15 ft. i was truly impressed with how well
the boat handled while doing 6 to 9 knots. we sailed

for two days like this. Boby obtained weather reports
twice a day and there were no indications that we

would encounter higher winds. then slightly south and
east of Chesapeake Bay around mid afternoon all hell
broke loose. the winds picked up to 40-45 knots. Kim
who had just gone off his shift had to gear up quickly
and go back on deck to help Boby, who was on shift
and struggling with severe weather helm. we had

only two harnesses, so i had to go below to secure as
much as i could. the speed at which events occurred

was so fast that Kim forgot to clip on his safety line to
his life vest – i brought it up and yelled at him to put it
on. the winds gusted up to 45 and 50 knots and

caused the boat to heel 40 to 45 degrees. Not only

were the portholes below deck under water, the win-

dows above deck were under water as well. and

water seeped through the closed hatches on the roof

and sides due to the force of water against them.

everything that was not very well secured got tossed
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tresses, dishes, pots and pans, miscellaneous equip-

good luck that no one was seriously hurt by the blade).

sition was to stand up with my back against a wall

off, which meant that we had one less source of en-

ment…and all i could do was watch. the only safe poand with one hand on the kitchen counter fiddles and
the other grabbing a roof-to-counter pole. the boat

heeled and turned into the wind as it was designed to

(and the reason for the weather helm) and this caused
a deafening rattle above deck with the sails flapping

furiously and the lines beating against the stays, deck,

windows and roof of the sailboat. at this moment, and
as a precaution, i called my wife to inform her of our
dire circumstances. i was not afraid that we would

sink, but i did not know if we would lose communica-

tions and what shape we would be in after the seemingly endless pounding. it was a very emotional
conversation.

although the jib and main sail had been severely

reefed before the winds picked up, sailing the boat be-

came almost impossible because of the constantly

changing wind direction and gusts probably peaking

over 50 knots. i could see Boby and Kim through the

closed hatch both struggling to hold on and trying to

control the boat. at one point there was a loud bang,

which i later discovered was a blade that had become

detached from the furiously spinning wind turbine – it

had struck the deck between Boby and Kim (…after

passing the storm, we pondered several times our

Being unbalanced the whole impeller eventually came
ergy for the remainder of the voyage. Boby attempted
to reef the main sail further, but was unable because
of the force of the wind and difficulty operating the

winches on a pitching deck. then suddenly the pattern
of the sounds changed again. i could see through the
above deck windows that both sails were in tatters.
there was a long and perplexing period before the

diesel was turned on - i later discovered that the key

broke in the ignition because of the violent motion of
the boat – thankfully, a multitool saved the day. For

about two days the boat rocked and wallowed to the
extremes, swells pounded the hull and the boat

crashed through swells, all the while with the drone of
the diesel in the background. Sleeping and eating became very difficult at this point. it was not possible to

sleep in the bow compartment because of the amount
of noise from pounding and rushing water (not to

mention the creaking and grinding of all the panels

and doors inside the boat) and inability to tie oneself
down in that location. and water from the leaking

hatch above the bed had soaked the sheets. the main
sleeping compartment in the stern rocked almost as
badly, but the sound of the diesel was the loudest in

this compartment. there was only one bench on the
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boat located in the centermost position (near the keel)

very strong desire to get off what had become for

scribed as fitful and very unsatisfactory. a blanket had

enough fuel to potentially reach Martha’s Vineyard

which allowed a kind of sleep that could be best de-

to be used to lash the sleeper on the side opposite to
the back cushion, otherwise one was certainly going

to be thrown to the floor, when a large swell rocked or
struck the boat. we tried to rotate the use of this one

bench as much as possible but many times two people
had to sleep so we also wedged ourselves between

the dinning table and back rest of the benches on the

opposite side in order not to be thrown around. Sleep
was nearly impossible on these.

abandoning ship was discussed several times and it

was agreed that i would proceed with notifying the

Coast guard (Cg) of our intentions via the onboard

iridium system. Voice communications were difficult

(actually impossible) because of the noise in the boat

and southern accents of the Cg personnel that i was

communicating with (and vice versa, my northern eng-

me a “hell hole”. Kim then stated that we had

(if the fuel gauge was accurate and based on consumption rates) and recommended that we con-

tinue motoring through the storm until we ran out of
fuel. he also thought that it was unnecessary and

ridiculous to throw away a perfectly good boat, except for the sails. i concurred, then we all agreed

that we would not abandon ship providing that the

weather was not going to become more severe over
the next 12 hours. i communicated with the Cg and

they confirmed that the weather was abating. we

cancelled the request for rescue. it should be noted
that we could not turn north-westward towards

New york City or Montauk, long island because we
would be moving against strong swells and winds,

and consume fuel without making much head way.

the following day the swells and winds were mer-

lish was foreign to them). we had to rely on email to

cifully diminished as forecast, so we continued to

to standby so that we could have one more discussion

set the diesel engine rpms started to drop briefly

labouriously make arrangements. i requested the Cg

confirming that we were going to abandon ship. we

were all tired, and i was seasick again. Both Boby and

Kim were eating little and nauseous as well. Boby ini-

tially did not want to abandon ship, then gradually

came to terms with the reality of the situation. i had a

motor towards Martha’s Vineyard. then near sunseveral times, intermittently, and then the engine

stopped altogether. the fuel gauge indicated that

we had and 1/8 to 1/4 of a tank. i was a little suspicious of the gauge because the needle continually
flickered/jumped between almost 0 and 1/8-1/4. i
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declared that we had run out of fuel. the other two

stalled on Kim’s iphone which provided highly de-

be replaced. a major effort was launched to replace

shore and cell towers (~20 miles). as we approached

said that the fuel filter was plugged and needed to

the filter and prime the lines which took hours. after

the filter was replaced, the diesel would start but run
only for a minute or two on the dregs at the bottom
of the fuel tank. My fellow sailors finally concluded

that we were out of fuel. this did not give me satis-

faction because we were stranded 40 nautical miles
south of Martha’s Vineyard, and too far out for com-

mercial fuel and towing companies to provide serv-

ice. So we drifted. we drifted, luckily, northward at a

rate of about 1 knot. By next morning we were within

range and a company came out to deliver 20 gallons
of diesel.

we started the diesel and it hummed all the way to

Martha’s Vineyard – i could not complain about the

noise anymore...it was our only means of conveyance.

we arrived at the only fuel station open on Sunday

on the island just before it was about to close. we

had to notify Customs and immigration via the Cg

that we were refueling only and not stepping off the

boat, because Martha’s Vineyard is not a port of

tailed and up-to-date navigation charts when close to
Boston harbour around 11 pm we realized that the navigation app, which Kim had relied on many previous

times, was not working. Boby and Kim decided to proceed slowly into Boston harbour looking for marker

buoys, which were very difficult to spot, and using a
high powered flashlight. i worked on my phone and

laptop to find a map on google Maps that could be

used to navigate through the harbour. i finally found
one on my phone and proceeded to give direction

based on the marked routes of the local ferries. except
for the scary experiences of banging the keel on some
rocks and nearly colliding with a seawall, we arrived
safely in Boston at 2:30 am, May 28th. the following

morning, an officer from the US Customs and immigration Department came to the boat and cleared us

without inspecting the boat or asking us to discard non
packaged foods. looking at us and the boat, the officer was certain that we were just a hapless bunch of
sailors and not a drug running operation.

During the following two days, i was privileged to

entry. after refueling we continued northward, pass-

stay at the very nostalgic Mariners house, a hotel

travel time to Boston. to navigate through Boston

parently slow and/or they took pity on me. i visited

ing through the Cape Cod Channel to reduce the

harbour we were planning to rely on a phone app in-

dedicated to certified mariners, but business was apthree museums (the Museum of Fine art – very good,
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the institute of Contemporary art - a blast, which gener-

ated lots of ideas and the isabella Stewart gardner Mu-

seum - exquisitely idiosyncratic). i ate very, very well after

landing. My first meal on shore was a delicious granola cereal on the boat. My first restaurant meal was pork leek

dumplings and leek pancakes in Boston’s tidy Chinatown.
they were exquisite. in the evening i had a humongous

plate of tofu and Bok Choy…very satisfying and definitely

needed - i had lost 13 lbs. i also helped Boby with some repairs on the boat and then left wednesday for toronto.

the boat is presently parked at a harbour in Salem, Mas-

sachusetts, awaiting new and repaired sails, as well as additional repairs and modifications. She will complete the
journey to Kingston later this summer.

Before boarding “From grace”, my friends and others had

characterized the trip from guadeloupe to Boston as an

adventure. i did not look at it that way at the outset, but i

was confident that it was going to be an “experience”. i can

now say with certainty, that the passage was an excellent

life experience and, yes, an adventure. it was not always

pleasant, and sometimes traumatic, but definitely memo-

rable. and i am already planning for the next one.

One of the lingering beneficial effects of the trip is how i

am finding more things to be amused about. there has

been a kind of self rediscovery, and a greater enjoyment in

life. the days after landfall were some of the happiest in
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eople are reading this

thing, and actually taking

it seriously, even when this

year it’s obviously ridiculous. So i

have a thought: they’re not taking
our “No trespassing” dock sign

seriously. we need better signs:

“DON’t Step ON water SNaKeS”

“Beware OF SNappiNg tUrtleS”

“riSK OF eleCtrOCUtiON”

and my own favourite,

“DO NOt DiStUrB COrpSeS”

Or just plain, “wet paiNt”

trust me, it’ll work. Small prizes

for weirder suggestions though:
communications@

mississaugasailingclub.com
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